Sweet Charity

Book by Neil Simon  Music by Cy Coleman  Lyrics by Dorothy Fields

Based on an original screenplay by Federico Fellini, Tullio Pinelli, Ennio Plaiano
Produced on the Broadway Stage by Fryer, Carr, and Harris
Conceived, Staged and Choreographed by Bob Fosse

Cast
Charity Hope Valentine…………………………………………………..Katie Massie
Helene…………………………………………………………………......Talia Curhan
Nickie………………………………………………………………………Sophia Attie
Carmen…………………………………………………………………...Sammy Wong
Rosie……………………………………………………………………...Emma Condie
Suzanne………………………………………………………………..Sofia Sulikowski
Frenchy………………………………………………………………...Adria Alexander
Betsy/Ursula March………………………………………………………..Phoebe Tsao
Elaine…………………………………………………………………….Sarah Nissenbaum
Herman…………………………………………………………………..Sam Druker
Vittorio Vidal…………………………………………………………...Daniel Strodel
Oscar Lindquist…………………………………………………………..Zack Horwitz
Brubeck………………………………………………………………...Demetra Vernet
Assistant………………………………………………………………....Taj Ahad
Company………………..Nick Piccirillo     William Li     Homa Gharagozlo
                  Charlie Heveran     Lucy Lyman       Aidan Klein     Cordiana Cozier
                  Isaac Martin       Lana Tilke       Tatiana Bouchard  Max Ambris
                Jeremy Tang       Liam Jolley       Jack Flahive

Sweet Charity Band
Philip Satterthwaite (flute, oboe), Theo Nolen (trombone), Ari Benkler (cello), Matt Keating (guitar), Guillermo Alvarez (violin), Joe Horning (synthesizer), Tom Pendergast (bass), Rich Greenblatt (drums, percussion), Brian Reasoner (piano, conductor).

The show runs approximately 2 hours with one intermission.

We are in New York City, U.S.A., 1966

Scenery and Lighting Designer & Technical Director.......................Eugene D. Warner.  
Choreographer and Costume Designer...........................................Louise Brown.  
Music Director.................................................................................Brian Reasoner.  
Vocal Coach........................................................................................Joseph Horning.  
Director...............................................................................................Mark Lindberg.  
Stage Manager...................................................................................Sophie Smyke, Annabel Kiley.  
Technical Crew.....................................................................................Jennifer Steinberg, Genevieve Cohen, Erica King, Caroline Nelson, Daniel Noenickx, Kate Whitaker.  
Costumers.............................................................................................Gianna Shin, Lea Steinberg.  

Special thanks........Pandelis Karayorgis, Louis Gentile, Louis Locicero, Karen Wyon, Rory Morton, Keith Jones, Deborah Laing, John Norton, Phyllis Teal, Sandy Dow, Samantha Siegel, Holly Drown, Kathy Gruning, Katrina Fuller, Jackson Lindberg, Aline Gery, Roanne Licht, Megan Haddadi, Andrew Warren, John Linardy, Kathy Murphy, Christina Myers, Geoff Theobald, Mike Willey, parents of the crew and cast.  

Costs were partially underwritten by The Anna Minot Theater Production Fund, generously established in 2006 by Anna Minot Warren ’35. And by the Chow Family Theatre Fund, generously established in 2011 by Gerald and Lily Chow.

BB&N’s Name A Seat Initiative provides an opportunity to name your theatre seat to honor a special person and support the BB&N Theatre program. For more information, visit www.bbns.org/theater or pick up a brochure outside the theatre.

The use of flash camera is dangerous and strictly forbidden.  
The videotaping or other video or audio recording of this production is strictly prohibited.  
Please turn off all electronic devices and phones
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560 Lexington Avenue  
New York, NY 10022  
(212) 688-2525